
Wind Power
Winds are currents of air that originate from the differential solar heating of surface air at
different latitudes on Earth’s surface. Intense heating near Earth’s equator causes air to become
less dense and rise, whereas the much weaker solar heating near the poles allows air to cool
down, so it becomes more dense. This effect causes air near Earth’s surface to drift from the
poles toward the equator. Wind directions are further influenced by factors such as Earth’s spin
and the presence of land masses and mountain ranges. On a more local scale, smoothly flowing
winds can be made turbulent and gusty by hills and buildings and by small-scale weather
systems, such as local storms.

In effect, wind is a manifestation of the transfer of heat energy from the Sun to Earth, and it
can be made to play a part in producing other forms of energy, such as mechanical energy or
electrical energy. Mechanical energy can be kinetic energy, such as that of a moving grindstone,
or it can be the increased potential energy of water pumped from a well to a surface reservoir.

Wind has the disadvantage of being to some extent unpredictable, so devices that harness it
must operate together with a storage system if a constant supply of power or pumped water is
required. Nevertheless, wind power is completely renewable—it will be available as long as the
Sun shines. Thus, it has gained the interest of energy suppliers faced by dwindling fossil-fuel
reserves and increasing pressure to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, and
various other pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide.

THE FUTURE OF WIND POWER

Wind is a clean and inexhaustible source of energy, and it can be produced
cheaply once the initial equipment costs have been met. For these reasons, it is
currently earning more attention than ever as a renewable energy source, and
wind farms—collections of wind turbines linked to a distribution grid—are being
built and run all over the developed world.

Electricity from wind turbines is no novelty: the first generating wind turbine
was built in Denmark in 1890. Early wind turbines produced direct current
power but at low voltage, so they could be used to charge batteries for
low-power devices, such as household lamps, but were impractical for power-
thirsty appliances, such as washing machines. This situation changed with the
introduction of wind-powered alternators, whose alternating-current outputs
could be transformed to distribution and supply voltages.

Electricity from wind regained interest when petroleum costs soared as a result
of the worldwide oil crisis of the 1970s. By 2001, wind was the fastest-growing
sector of the power-generating industry, with the main countries of growth
being Germany, the United States, and Spain. Denmark has the greatest
proportion of wind power of any country, its 2,300 MW of wind power provides
18 percent of the national demand. Denmark is an exception to the rule,
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however, since the global wind-power electrical generating capacity of 23,300
MW at the end of 2001 met the needs of only around 25 million people.

The potential for exploiting wind power is much greater, however. In the United
States, it is estimated that the national power demand could be met by
available wind power from just three states—North Dakota, Kansas, and Texas.
In Europe, Scottish wind power would be enough to meet more than half the
needs of the United Kingdom.

One of the factors that has slowed the development of wind power is, somewhat
ironically, concern for the environment. The replacement of a typical fossil-fuel
power station would require thousands of wind turbines, and some people fear
that thoughtless siting of wind farms could wreck whole landscapes, particularly
as good wind resources often coincide with areas of outstanding natural beauty.

One approach to reducing the visual impact of wind farms, followed by the
Danes, is to build them out at sea. This idea has the added benefit that winds at
sea tend to be more constant and therefore better for generating electricity.
Another, being taken up in Britain, is to build wind farms on so-called brownfield
sites, areas of dereliction left by heavy industry on closure. An example is the
47.5 MW wind farm planned for construction on Teesside, northeast England.
Such projects have the potential to improve the environment by replacing spoil
tips and contaminated wasteland with elegant wind turbines set in landscaped
surroundings.

The other main hindrance for the development of wind power is economic: the
operators of conventional power plants have little interest in spending money on
wind power just to see their current plants lie idle. Measures to spur suppliers
into action include the Renewables Obligation of the British government’s
Department of Trade and Industry, whereby electricity suppliers will be required
to provide 10 percent of their output from renewable resources by 2010.
Another impetus comes from the private sector: on February 14, 2002, the
outdoor apparel manufacture Timberland announced its intention to sponsor the
construction of wind farms that will provide more than twice the energy
demands of its retail outlets.

Early windmills
The Persians were probably the first people to use windmills, to mill grain and lift water, around
the seventh century C.E. Persian mills had vertical shafts and sails that rotated in a horizontal
plane within a building that channeled air over the sails. They were completely unlike the
horizontal-shaft mills of four or more sails that became traditional in western Europe from
around the 12th century, but they were adopted in China and are still in use for pumping
irrigation water.

Numerous theories relate to the introduction of windmills in western Europe, the most popular
being that they had been seen in the Near East by European crusaders who took the concept
back to their homelands. The first reliable documentary evidence of windmills in Europe refers to
an order from Abbot Samson to Dean Herbert in 1191, requiring him to demolish a windmill in
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his glebe lands at Bury St. Edmunds in Britain. It is strange that this first reference should be
for the removal rather than the construction of what must have been a novel structure.

Post mills
All the earliest windmills were post mills. In this design, a heavy and rigid underframe of two
balks of timber, set at right angles, rest on level ground or brick piers. Quarter bars, mortised
into the underframe and set at an angle of about 30 degrees, support a central post, around
which the entire mill could rotate. The mill would be turned into the wind by means of a tail pole
pulled by the miller. Sometimes the tail pole was combined with the steps that led up into the
mill building. Later mills were automated to turn toward the wind by the addition of a small wind
wheel, called a fantail. When the windmill was facing directly into the wind, the fantail did not
turn; if the wind shifted it would rotate. It was geared to wheels that, running on a circular
track, would slowly move the mill back into the wind direction without work for the miller.

The post mill, although popular in Britain, was a fragile structure that was likely to overturn in a
severe gale, burn down, or become irreparably damaged by rot or neglect. The danger of rot to
the underframe and quarter bars was reduced by building a round house, usually of brick, to
protect the stationary base structure. The mill itself would still rotate about the post to face the
wind, and the roundhouse also served as a store.

Tower mill
Tower mills evolved in western Europe well before the 17th century. The tower was usually built
of brick, but it was sometimes of timber on a brick base, when it was called a smock mill. The
great advantage of the tower mill was that rotation into the wind was confined to a top cap that
carried the wind shaft and sails. Gears linked the wind shaft to a vertical shaft that transmitted
power to machinery in the base regardless of the orientation of the top cap. An iron track
secured to the top of the tower carried the cap on wheels, and a set of horizontal wheels located
the cap in the correct position over the tower.

Sails
Typical British windmills had four sails, or sweeps, each comprising a relatively light wooden
frame secured to the sail stock and a substantial wooden beam attached to the wind shaft.
When the mill was required to work, the miller would spread canvas over the frames, much as a
sailor sets the sails of a boat. It was a laborious and time-consuming task, because each sweep
had to be turned by hand until the end was close to the ground and the miller could climb up to
set the canvas.

In 1772, a British millwright, Andrew Meickle, invented the spring sail. The canvas was replaced
by a series of hinged slats, not unlike those of a venetian blind. The slats were linked together
and kept in the set position by hand gear and a strong spring. If the force of the wind suddenly
increased, the slats would open to spill the wind and thus reduce the risk of damage.
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When hollow cast-iron wind shafts replaced their solid wooden predecessors, it became possible
to incorporate series of linkages that could adjust the angle of the slats while the mill was
turning. At first, this was a manual operation; later, it was overtaken by a centrifugal governor
that kept the mill turning at a constant speed.

Milling
The wind shaft, set at a slight angle to the horizontal, was supported by two journal bearings
and a simple thrust bearing to carry the thrust of the wind on the sails. A gear wheel was
attached to the wind shaft and drove a vertical shaft, usually set in the center of the building.

Generally, the rim of this wheel had a band brake around it, used to stop the mill, called the
brake wheel. The wheel on the vertical shaft was called the wallower, a term borrowed from
water mills, and the great spur wheel at the bottom drove stone nuts that would be engaged
with the millstones as required for milling.

Sack hoists, dressing machines, and other equipment in the mill were also driven from the wind
shaft. Individual millers developed ingenious methods to help perform heavy work. By adapting
a mill to power other forms of equipment, millers could boost their income by amassing a stock
of work to be done when there was little demand for milling grain. In this way, a given mill
might be pressed into service to drive a gang saw (for cutting lumber) or an oil mill (for pressing
oil from seeds) when grain was short and the wind was favorable for work.

Land drainage
The use of windmills for land drainage started in the Netherlands centuries ago, as part of an
effort by the Dutch to extend the area of land available for cultivation. Early designs featured
scoop wheels. They were similar in appearance to water wheels, but their paddles lifted the
water rather than being driven round by it. The brake wheel on the wind shaft drove a vertical
shaft through angled gearing, and it in turn drove a horizontal shaft attached to the scoop
wheel.

Some mills pumped water using Archimedes’ screws. These devices, reputedly invented in the
third century B.C.E. by the Greek mathematician Archimedes, consist of inclined shafts in which
helical blades rotate. The lower end of an Archimedes’ screw is submerged in water, and the
shaft rests at a shallow angle so that the angle of inclination of the shaft to the horizontal is less
than the pitch of the helical surface. In this way, water can be trapped between adjacent turns
of the screw. As the screw turns in the appropriate sense, water flows up the shaft and is
discharged at the top.

FACT FILE

Many 19th-century trading vessels, such as timber ships, were so old and
leaky by the time they were relegated to carrying cargo that they had to
be equipped with deck-mounted wind pumps to keep their bilges
constantly pumped out. Some of the timber barks were called onkers,
from the sound made by these wind pumps.
When the Dutch engineer Vermuyden drained the fens of eastern England
in the 17th century, he used a large number of wind pumps known as
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engines. A scoop wheel powered by the turning sails lifted the water and
passed it through a hinged door valve. Later models drove centrifugal
pumps.
Portuguese tower mills have eight arms to which are rigged four boatlike
jib sails. Open-ended earthenware pots fixed to the bracing ropes
between the arms emit a musical chord. The pitch of sound tells the
miller the speed of rotation.

Water supply
The windmill for residential water supply is sometimes called a wind engine to differentiate it
from a conventional windmill. First built toward the end of the 19th century, they were mainly of
wooden construction and operated reciprocating pumps through a simple crank mechanism.
Modern variants of the water engine continue to be used for household water supplies in regions
where the sparse population makes a centralized piped water supply unfeasible, as is the case in
some regions of the United States.

A basic design of water engine includes a wind wheel with some 20 pressed-steel blades secured
to a wind shaft that turns on ball bearings. A typical wheel is 10 to 14 ft. (3.0–4.3 m) in
diameter, and the windmill head is mounted on top of a lattice steel tower around 25 ft. (7.6 m)
tall. The wind shaft drives a crank shaft through reduction gearing, and connecting rods work a
crosshead to which pump rods are attached. The whole mechanism is contained in a cast-iron oil
bath, and the complete head is free to rotate around a tube at the top of the tower through
which the pump rods pass. A windmill of this type should run for a year without attention.

The actual water horsepower of a 14 ft. (4.3 m) windmill pump when driven by a 24 mph (39
km/h) wind is approximately 0.5 horsepower (0.38 kW). This value refers to the rate at which
the potential energy of water can be increased by lifting it at a given rate through a given
height; it is somewhat less than the power developed by the wind wheel at its shaft. With a
shallow borehole giving a good yield or a surface supply, only limited amount of irrigation may
be done using such a mill, but it is usually sufficient for backyard watering.

SEE ALSO: BEARING AND BUSHING; ELECTRICITY; ENERGY RESOURCES; LAND
RECLAMATION; WATER SUPPLY.
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